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• Inspired Solutions Today

• Customers in Pipeline

• Challenges & Opportunities in the UK Market

• Feedback from virtual user group



Inspired Solutions Today

• Nathan is deputy chair of the Capacity Management stream of the UK 
GSE.

• The conference will be held virtually again this year. I will share 
anything of interest from the conference.

• We are in discussions to assist with an AS400 consultancy project for 
a customer of ours for IBM system I. 



Products we distribute

• EPV

• ASPG – Product suite include mainframe data encryption and self-
service password reset. 

• EPAS – Password security auditing tool. 



Challenges & Opportunities in UK Market

• The Coronavirus has led many companies in the UK to review existing 
spend and cut costs, due to the difficulties that the virus has had on 
the UK economy.

• Business managers are taking a cautious view on the future and focus 
on keeping budgets down, rather than spending.

• BMC have acquired RSM and Compuware over the last 12 months. 
The acquisition of RSM means their ability to take on IBM in the UK 
market may increase.



Customers in Pipeline

• HM Land Registry – In talks since 2019, discussions paused due to budget 
issues caused by the pandemic and are ongoing.

• Nationwide – EPV under consideration for use on new z15 machines. 
Discussions to renew in April in new budget year.

• Barclays – Good response to MyEPV and EPV for Z/OS. Wish to hold talks in 
late 2021.

• ITRS – Provide capacity planning to non Mainframe users but held a trial to 
prove that they could integrate EPV with their existing product. The trial 
was a success and they are awaiting a mainframe client.

• ATOS – Ongoing talks to discuss EPV used for their capacity planning as well 
as for their clients.



Feedback about EPV Performance University

• Inspired Solutions’ customers gave positive feedback regarding the 
virtual EPV Performance University.

• Our customers are not able to receive expenses to allow them to 
travel to Rome, so have missed out on presentations in the past.

• The feedback was that the sessions were both useful and interesting 
and they have asked if we could hold more virtual sessions in the 
future.



Thank you for listening


